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America Divided

Who Controls The Land
May 11, 2018

Native American actor Martin Sensmeier travels to San Juan County, Utah, to investigate the
controversy over the Bears Ears National Monument. While there, he uncovers the decades of struggle
for equality by the county’s Native citizens.

America's War On Drugs

Acid, Spies, & Secret Experiments
June 18, 2017

Secret assassination attempts, the CIA’s LSD experiments, and covert support of heroin traffickers lead
up to Nixons’ declaration of war on drugs. Gangsters and gurus, war lords and spies, street gangs and
politicians — all vying for control over black market narcotics, and the power that comes with it.

American Dynasties: The Kennedys

Episode 2: The Path To Power
March 18, 2018

John F. Kennedy launches a long-shot bid for power, but the seemingly perfect candidate must confront
the issues of his health, faith and fidelity if he is to have any chance of reaching the White House.

American Experience

The Chinese Exclusion Act
May 29, 2018

The history and impact of the 1882 law that made it illegal for Chinese workers to come to America and
for Chinese nationals already here ever to become U.S. citizens. The first in a line of acts targeting the
Chinese, it remained in force for more than 60 years.

American Experience

Into The Amazon
January 09, 2018

Into the Amazon tells the story of President Theodore Roosevelt's journey with legendary Brazilian
explorer Cândido Rondon into the heart of the South American rainforest to chart an unexplored
tributary of the Amazon.



American Masters

Edgar Allan Poe: Buried Alive
October 30, 2017

Discover the real story of the notorious author, starring Denis O’Hare as Edgar Allan Poe. Explores the
misrepresentations of Poe and reveals how he tapped into what it means to be human in a modern and
sometimes frightening world.

American Masters

Tyrus
September 08, 2017

Discover the art, life and enduring impact of renowned Chinese painter Tyrus Wong, the visual genius
behind “Bambi” and “Rebel Without a Cause,” who once exhibited with Picasso and Matisse, via never-
before-seen interviews, movie clips and art.

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown

Lagos
October 15, 2017

In this episode, we look at one of the biggest, baddest, most intense and visceral displays of raw
humanity on Earth. Tony explores Lagos, Nigeria through its hidden culture, collective identity, public
problems and ultimate potential through the lens of the deep pride and hopeful endeavor of the
Nigerian people.

Baltimore Rising

November 20, 2017

Baltimore Rising goes deep behind the scenes of a city on edge in the wake of Freddie Gray’s death in
police custody, which sparked protests and riots. The film follows local activists, police officers,
community leaders and gang affiliates as they fight for change and struggle to hold Baltimore together.

Biggie: The Life Of Notorious B.I.G. (Biography Presents)

September 04, 2017

Biggie: The Life of Notorious B.I.G. is the first biography to be authorized by his estate. This
documentary provides interviews with his widow, his mother, close friends and multiple cultural icons.

Blue Planet II

The Deep
January 27, 2018

The Deep goes into the unknown to discover an unimaginable abundance of life in the pitch-black
darkness of the seabed. In Antarctica’s frigid waters, the team were the first humans to dive 3,280 feet
in a deep manned submersible, to explore under icebergs the size of a city block.

Blue Planet II

One Ocean
January 20, 2018

One Ocean takes viewers on a journey from the intense heat of the tropics to the planet's frozen poles.
Life has spread to almost every part of the ocean, but there are many different worlds within it, and
each presents unique challenges.



Bobby Kennedy For President

Justice For Bobby
April 27, 2018

In the wake of Bobby's assassination, his killer faces trial, conspiracy theories swirl and Kennedy's
supporters begin a long quest for justice.

Breaking The Day

Free Diver
August 28, 2017

At his life's lowest point, Stig Pryds discovered freediving, and it changed everything. Now in the sport's
biggest competition, Vertical Blue, he is preparing to attempt his deepest dive yet, but failure could
cost him his life.

Chef's Table

Corrado Assenza
April 13, 2018

Inspired by the orchards and farms of his native Sicily, Corrado Assenza turns out rich gelatos, almond
granitas, crispy cannoli and other delicacies.

The Circus

War And Peace
May 13, 2018

The gloves are off as Donald Trump fights a 360-degree battle to keep the presidency. He's taking shots
at those who stand to threaten it, and is at war against the "deep state" of the FBI, CIA, and the
Department of Justice.

Citizen Rose

Brave
May 17, 2018

Emerging strong from the Harvey Weinstein scandal, Rose McGowan enters the next chapter of her life
with the launch of her book, “Brave”. But as the media focuses more on the details of Rose’s assault
instead of the message in her book, years of built up trauma begin to surface.

City Of Ghosts

October 02, 2017

City Of Ghosts is a real-life international thriller that follows the courageous story of "Raqqa is Being
Slaughtered Silently," a group of Syrian citizen journalists risking their lives to covertly expose the
human rights abuses committed by ISIS in their hometown.

Cold Blooded: The Clutter Family Murders

Part 2
November 19, 2017

Focuses on the infamous crime that shocked the nation and was chronicled in Truman Capote’s seminal
book, In Cold Blood, the brutal murder of four members of the Clutter family in their Kansas home
seemingly without motive. The true crime documentary takes a fresh in-depth look at the legendary
case.



CONAN Without Borders

September 19, 2017

Conan O'Brien explores the state of Israel and Palestinian territories.

The Confession Tapes

Labor Day Murders
September 08, 2017

Following a double murder, circumstantial evidence points to the victim's nephew, who endures a
marathon interrogation without a lawyer.

Criminal Confessions

Carlsbad
October 01, 2017

In the oil fields of New Mexico, mother of two Emily Lambert disappears after a night out at a local bar.
Investigators find themselves in a race against the clock trying to find her alive and are eventually
stunned by what they uncover.

Demi Lovato: Simply Complicated

October 17, 2017

This documentary gives a look into Demi Lovato's life, one of the biggest pop stars in the world. It
includes never before told stories that take you on a journey as she creates her most important body of
work in music, and discovers her most authentic self.

Dirty Money

Payday
January 26, 2018

Behind the lavish lifestyle of race car driver Scott Tucker lay a secretive lending empire built on tribal
perks and profits from poor customers.

Elizabeth Smart: Autobiography (Biography Presents)

Part 2
November 13, 2017

Elizabeth Smart takes control of her narrative, sharing her tale of abduction and survival. In Part 2,
Elizabeth, her family, and investigators recount how Elizabeth manipulated her abductors after months
in captivity, instigating the series of events that led to her rescue.

Elvis Presley: The Searcher

April 14, 2018 - April 14, 2018

A three-hour presentation taking the audience on a comprehensive journey from Elvis’ childhood
through the final 1976 Jungle Room recording sessions. The film includes looking inside Graceland, and
features more than 20 new, primary source interviews, plus never-before-seen photos and footage from
private collections worldwide.



The Final Year

May 21, 2018

The Final Year offers a unique insiders’ account of President Barack Obama’s foreign policy team during
its last year in office. Featuring unprecedented access inside the White House and State Department,
the film reveals the inner workings of the Obama administration as it prepares to leave power after
eight years.

First In Human

Prognosis
August 24, 2017

All four patients meet with their doctors one last time to learn whether their experimental treatments
were successful, and what the future holds for them.

Flint Town

Devil's Night
March 02, 2018

Presidential candidate Donald Trump visits Flint. As voters weigh renewing a police funding tax, Chief
Johnson looks for other ways to raise revenue.

The Fourth Estate

The Trump Bump
May 27, 2018

The New York Times journalist Michael Schmidt is on to a huge scoop with ongoing reverberations,
regarding Comey’s memos about his meetings with Trump. But even as The Times drives this shocking
flow of new information, it continues to squarely address its own inner challenges.

Gaga: Five Foot Two

September 22, 2017

Follow pop provocateur Lady Gaga as she releases a new album, preps for her Super Bowl halftime show,
and confronts physical and emotional struggles.

Go

Norway: Forever Summer
September 28, 2017

Trek takes advantage of the long summer hours of Norway to explore the pristine beauty of its
waterfalls, mossy forests, and unexplored places.

Hamilton's Pharmacopeia

The Psychedelic Toad
November 28, 2017

Hamilton embarks on a quest to answer the most important question in ethnoherpetological history and
along the way, he finds the power of love.



Icarus

August 04, 2017

In this documentary thriller, one man risks his safety to reveal the shocking details of Russia's alleged
massive doping program for Olympic athletes.

If You're Not In The Obit, Eat Breakfast

June 05, 2017

Writer-comedian Carl Reiner asks, “What’s the secret to living into your 90s—and loving every minute of
it?” Reiner chats with nonagenarians Mel Brooks, Dick Van Dyke, Kirk Douglas, Norman Lear, Betty
White and admirers like Jerry Seinfeld about how the twilight years can be the happiest and most
rewarding.

In Search Of Israeli Cuisine

October 18, 2017

A portrait of the Israeli people told through food, conflict and all.

James Cameron's Story Of Science Fiction (AMC Visionaries)

Alien Life
April 30, 2018

Aliens have been a staple of science fiction since The War of the Worlds and have been objects of
fascination and fear ever since, from Close Encounters to Independence Day. Science Fiction uses aliens
as metaphors to explore ideas about communication, colonization, politics, power, and our treatment of
each other.

Jane

March 12, 2018

Drawing from over 100 hours of never-before-seen footage, comes the story of Jane, a woman whose
chimpanzee research challenged the male-dominated scientific consensus of her time and revolutionized
our understanding of the natural world.

Jim & Andy: The Great Beyond - Featuring A Very Special, Contractually Obligated Mention
Of Tony Clifton

November 17, 2017

Through the lens of his stunningly immersive performance as Andy Kaufman, Jim Carrey ponders the
meaning of life, reality, identity and career.

John McCain: For Whom The Bell Tolls

May 28, 2018

This is an improbable story of triumph, defeat and resilience, six decades of, in John McCain’s words,
"imperfect service to my country," in which mistakes are redeemed by the risks taken and sacrifices
made. It's a lesson in patriotism at a time when the meaning of that virtue is disputed.



Jonestown: The Women Behind The Massacre

February 26, 2018

This special focuses on four women within Jim Jones’ inner circle and their influence on the 1978
Jonestown Massacre that left 918 people dead. It explores the dynamics of sex and power in The
People’s Temple between Jones’ wife, secretaries and mistresses who planned the infamous mass
murder/suicides.

Jordan Klepper Solves Guns

June 11, 2017

Jordan Klepper (The Opposition, The Daily Show) will solve America's gun divide...in one hour. On his
heroic journey, Jordan finds he's not just solving "guns," he's solving AMERICA. (Also the gun debate is
way more complicated and nuanced then he initially thought, and he's wrong about almost everything.)

King In The Wilderness

April 02, 2018

Through stories from friends and advisors, this film follows Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., after the passage
of the Voting Rights Act in 1965 to his assassination in 1968, providing an intimate window into King’s
character, as a man besieged on all sides, yet steadfast in his commitment to non-violence.

Last Chance High

Last Chance
September 05, 2017

The fate of Montefiore grows uncertain as CPS threatens to close the school; Coach Williams and
Reverend Hood spread holiday cheer; students prepare for a special assembly.

Long Strange Trip

Act II - This Is Now
June 02, 2017

The Grateful Dead sabotage their chances at superstardom, and find success on their own terms.

Marcia Clark Investigates The First 48

Drew Peterson
April 05, 2018

Prosecutor Marcia Clark investigates the disappearance of 23-year-old mother of 4, Stacy Peterson. As
the world searched for her, all eyes began to focus on her cop husband Drew Peterson when it was
discovered his previous wife died suspiciously. Is Drew Peterson responsible for both of his wives’
deaths?

Martin Luther: The Idea That Changed The World

September 12, 2017

A fresh look at Martin Luther's harrowing quest to challenge the powerful and set history on a new
trajectory toward equality, women's rights, universal education, and dignity for people from all walks of
life. His life dramatically portrayed using only his own words, and framed with expert opinion and
insight.



The Men Who Built America: Frontiersmen

Into The Wilderness
March 07, 2018

The Revolution begins, and the outbreak of war spreads beyond the colonies into the remote frontier;
Daniel Boone's life-or-death struggle for the future of his settlement becomes a fight for the future of
America.

The Menendez Murders: Erik Tells All

A Family With A Dirty Secret
December 07, 2017

This series re-examines one of the true crime tragedies of the past century through the lens of one of
the convicted killers. It features new and exclusive in-depth interviews with Erik Menendez as well as
never before seen photos, plus new interviews with prosecutors, family, friends and experts.

Most Expensivest

High Rollers
December 20, 2017

Spending green to smoke that green. 2 Chainz samples some of the finest bud with his finest buds in
Vegas. Featuring Hannibal Buress and Tommy Chong.

Murder In The Heartland

Fear Travels Fast
November 29, 2017

Aurora, Indiana hadn't seen a murder in decades until Leigh Jennings was killed in her own home.
Residents are horrified when the beloved mother and hairstylist is found dead. In a case where everyone
liked the victim, anyone could be the killer.

My Next Guest Needs No Introduction With David Letterman

President Barack Obama
January 12, 2018

Former President Barack Obama reflects on political tensions and his family's life after the White House,
and Dave visits Selma with Rep. John Lewis.

1968

Spring
May 27, 2018

1968 is an in-depth chronological look at the year that changed everything, diving deep into the
Vietnam War, the civil unrest, the political landscape, and the popular culture of the most impactful
year of one of the most important decades in history.

The Nineties

Can We All Get Along
July 23, 2017

The Nineties takes us back to the presidencies of George H. W. Bush and Bill Clinton, technological
triumphs, terrorist tragedies, the grunge revolution and the ascendance of hip-hop, interracial conflict
across the country, and the genre-bending new era of television that set the stage for the way we live
today.



The Number On Great-Grandpa’s Arm

January 27, 2018

The film features a conversation between a young boy and his 90-year-old great-grandfather, an
Auschwitz survivor. Their exchange is woven with historical footage and hand-painted animation to tell a
heartbreaking story of Jewish life in Eastern Europe, sharing memories and lessons from the Holocaust
with a new generation.

One Of Us

October 20, 2017

In the wake of trauma and abuse, three Hasidic Jews face ostracism, anxiety and danger as they
attempt to leave their ultra-Orthodox community.

One Strange Rock

Home
May 28, 2018

After three missions and 665 days in space, NASA astronaut Peggy Whitson returns to planet Earth. She
encounters fresh air, blue skies, warm sun and, of course, gravity. There’s no place like home. Or is
there? Just how strange is our rock and is it really unique in the universe?

Operation Odessa

March 31, 2018

This is a true crime documentary featuring a Russian mobster, a Miami playboy and a Cuban spy who
sold a Soviet submarine to a Colombian drug cartel for $35 million. Following three friends who hustled
the Russian mob, the Cali cartel and the DEA for the score of a lifetime.

Paradox

March 23, 2018

Neil Young and his band of outlaws sow seeds of strange mischief and musical wonder under Western
skies in this dreamlike film.

The Putin Interviews

Part 3
June 14, 2017

Putin and Stone discuss the Ukraine Crisis, Putin’s relationship with Obama, terrorism, and Russian
surveillance for the home-front and in Syria, including the witnessing of a report for ISIS intervention.

The Radical Story Of Patty Hearst

Part Four: The Lost Year
February 18, 2018

The transformation of Patty Hearst from kidnapped heiress to terrorist is a saga of privilege, celebrity
and violence that gripped the nation. Over forty years later, this six-part documentary series includes
unprecedented firsthand accounts that shed light on one of the most bizarre stories in modern
American history.



Rapture

Logic: Gray Matters
March 30, 2018

Logic opens up about the struggles that have influenced his music and the happiness he found in his
career after fighting off crippling anxiety.

Road To 9/11

Part 2: The Bin Ladens (1995-2000)
September 05, 2017

The investigation moves to Washington where CIA and Clinton Administration officials try to understand
and react to the rise in jihadi terror. Planned classified operations targeting Osama bin Laden are
unsuccessful. A profile of bin Laden emerges through rare footage and commentary from friends and
associates.

Robert Kirkman's Secret History Of Comics (AMC Visionaries)

City Of Heroes
November 27, 2017

9/11 changed America and the comics industry forever. Comic books looked at both the fear and
frustration post-attack, the Patriot Act and our response to this tragic event.

Robert Kirkman's Secret History Of Comics (AMC Visionaries)

The Color Of Comics
December 04, 2017

A group of artists left Marvel to create Milestone Comics, the first African American comic company.
They closed when the industry fell, but they’re re-opening bigger than ever.

Robert Kirkman's Secret History Of Comics (AMC Visionaries)

Image Comics: Declaration Of Independents
December 11, 2017

A band of unhappy artists left DC comics to form a new company, Image, where creators like Robert
Kirkman could keep creative control of their characters.

Robert Kirkman's Secret History Of Comics (AMC Visionaries)

The Mighty Misfits Who Made Marvel
November 12, 2017

Stan Lee and Jack Kirby created Marvel Comics in the 1960s, with an emphasis on real people and social
issues. But when success hit, their union fell to pieces.

Robert Kirkman's Secret History Of Comics (AMC Visionaries)

The Trials Of Superman
November 20, 2017

Jerry Siegel and Joe Schuster created Superman, a hero like nothing the world had ever seen. But a bad
contract meant they spent their lives fighting for money & recognition. Narrated by Rob Lowe.



Robert Kirkman's Secret History Of Comics (AMC Visionaries)

The Truth About Wonder Woman
November 13, 2017

The creator of Wonder Woman, Professor William Marston, led a controversial life that included an
experimental S&M relationship between him, his wife and his student.

Rolling Stone: Stories From The Edge

November 06, 2017 - November 07, 2017

Rolling Stone: Stories From the Edge chronicles the last 50 years of American music, politics and
popular culture through the story of the magazine. Drawing on interviews with some of Rolling Stone’s
greatest writers, the documentary looks at how the magazine defined the zeitgeist and endured for a
half-century.

Rotten

Cod Is Dead
January 05, 2018

As the global fish supply dwindles, the industry faces a crisis on all sides -- including crooked moguls,
dubious imports and divisive regulations.

Seeing Allred

February 09, 2018

Explore the public and private sides of feminist firebrand attorney Gloria Allred, who's battled some of
the biggest names in politics and business.

Spielberg

October 07, 2017

Spielberg pulls back the curtain on the remarkable career of filmmaker Steven Spielberg. Featuring
interviews with Spielberg, family members, friends and colleagues, the film is a portrait, combining
personal narrative with an in-depth exploration of Spielberg’s creative process and craftsmanship.

States Of Undress

Cholita Fashion In Bolivia
July 11, 2017

Hailey explores identity politics in Bolivia as exemplified by the rise of the indigenous cholita class and
the used clothes trade.

The Story Of Diana

August 09, 2017 - August 10, 2017

Marking the 20th anniversary of the tragic passing of the Princess of Wales, The Story of Diana
examines the complex and enduring power of an icon through the voices of her friends, her public, and
the rapt media who followed her every move.



The Story Of Us With Morgan Freeman

The Fight for Peace
October 18, 2017

Is peace merely the absence of war? Morgan Freeman investigates physical barriers and our fear of
destruction around the world to find out.

Strong Island

September 15, 2017

The nature of loss, reasonable fear and racial violence converge in this documentary exploring the
murder of filmmaker Yance Ford's brother.

Tickling Giants

December 18, 2017

This is the story of Bassem Youssef, an Egyptian political satirist known as "The Jon Stewart of Egypt,"
showcasing a celebration of free speech in the face of a repressive regime.

The Trade

Episode 103
February 16, 2018

In Juarez, a trafficker explains how heroin is transported to the US as Mexican Federal police undertake
an operation to bust a dealer. In Columbus, Special Agent James executes a drug bust and starts
tracking the local heroin supply back to its cartel sources.

Truck Night In America

Old Vs New
March 29, 2018

Trucks from the 70s and 80s battle it out, with victory coming down to a few feet. Drivers dance with
disaster trying to push ice-cream trucks over the edge. Finally, looks can be deceiving with a surprise
ending to the Green Hell.

Ugly Delicious

Shrimp & Crawfish
February 23, 2018

Frustrated by New Orleans chefs' stubborn refusal to try new things, Dave heads to immigrant-rich
Houston for a taste of spicy Viet-Cajun cuisine.

Vice

Dirty Oil/Rebuilding Our Reefs
September 08, 2017

Gianna Toboni embeds with Nigerian oil pirates as they illegally refine crude oil through fire and flames,
while Ben Anderson takes a deep dive with the top oceanic scientists in the world as they attempt to
save our rapidly dying coral reefs.



The Vietnam War

Episode 10: "The Weight of Memory" (March 1973-Onward)
September 28, 2017

While the Watergate scandal rivets Americans’ attention and forces President Nixon to resign, the
Vietnamese continue to savage one another in a brutal civil war. When North Vietnamese troops pour
into the south, Saigon rapidly collapses. For the next 40 years, Americans and Vietnamese search for
healing and reconciliation.

Waco: Madman Or Messiah

January 28, 2018 - January 29, 2018

From archives of never-before broadcast audio and rare footage, recovered from 247 FBI negotiation
tapes, this is the definitive account of David Koresh and the Branch Davidians in the years leading up
and including the 51-day standoff with the FBI in 1993 which ended in tragedy in Mount Carmel, TX. 

Wait For Your Laugh

May 01, 2018

The untold story of fame, love, tragedy & 90 years of American entertainment through the eyes of the
woman who did it all - Rose Marie.

Wasted! The Story Of Food Waste

May 28, 2018

Every year, 1.3 billion tons of food is wasted. $218 billion worth of food goes untouched, yet 800 million
people around the globe are starving… Wasted! follows the world’s most influential chefs and innovators
in their fight to solve one of the greatest problems of the 21st Century.

Weediquette

Colombian Gold
November 07, 2017

Multinational corporations are moving to Colombia to set up a global weed supply chain. But will
Colombia’s pot farmers, long under the thumb of FARC rebels, join in or fight back?

What Haunts Us

May 14, 2018

The 1979 class of Porter Gaud School in Charleston, SC graduated 49 boys. Within the last 35 years, six
of them have committed suicide. Paige Goldberg Tolmach dives into her past in order to uncover the
surprising truth and finally release the ghosts that haunt her hometown to this day.

Wild Wild Country

Part 1
March 16, 2018

Under the watchful eye of his secretary, Ma Anand Sheela, spiritual guru Bhagwan Shree Rajineesh
renovates his ashram from India to Oregon in 1981.



Wormwood

Chapter 1: Suicide Revealed
December 15, 2017

In 1953, Army scientist Frank Olson takes a fatal plunge from a hotel window. In 1975, a bombshell
report ties his death to a top-secret experiment.

The Zen Diaries Of Garry Shandling

March 26, 2018 - March 27, 2018

The Zen Diaries of Garry Shandling features conversations with the legendary comedian’s family and
friends, personal journals, private letters and candid home audio and video that reveal his brilliant mind
and restless soul.

End of Category


